
Moses Coit Tiler
Professor of American Constitutional  History

— Dec. 28, 1899

The special committee appointed at the last meeting to draft resolutions on the death of Professor Moses Coit Tyler 

reported the following resolution:

“On Friday, the 28th of December, in the last week of the closing  century, it pleased God to take from among 

us our revered colleague,  Professor Moses Coit Tyler. To his family, to society, to scholarship  and to literature, 

the loss is heavy. It falls with peculiar weight on  this University and on its Faculty. For nearly twenty years his 

place  among us was unique. He came to us, in 1881, ripe, not alone with  the training of the scholar, but with a 

rare social and literary experience. To a wide acquaintance with men of letters on both sides  of the sea he added 

freshly-won prestige of an epoch-making book.  Thus from the first he brought to our deliberations and activities 

the  dignity of a matured character and the poise of an assured eminence.  In our debates we deferred to his 

broad knowledge of academic life  and to his singular union of a wise conservatism with openness of  mind. In 

the social circle we found him ever courtly of presence,  genial of manner, austere of conviction yet buoyant of 

temper, fertile in thought and in anecdote, delicate in fancy, affluent and happy in  diction bubbling with playful 

humor, yet wielding at need a trenchant  irony. In daily life he proved himself a thoughtful neighbor, a tender  and 

loyal friend, sensitive to his own rights but not less quick to  recognize those of others. We were proud of what we 

learned of his  work in the class room and in the study; yet, though he was our  model in the rigor of his devotion 

to the tasks of his pen, we knew  that he was not less scrupulous in the maintenance of the highest  physical vigor, 

and those of us so happy as sometimes to share with  him his walks or his rides knew, too, what a love of nature 

and of  common life, what a boyish glee in out-of-doors, were his to the end.  Above all, and at the heart of all, we 

felt him a man of reverence and  of faith, broad yet earnest, tolerant yet devout ; and the graces of  his personality 

drew their best charm from the deeper sanctities of  his character. Such a man we do well to mourn.”

Source: Records, p. 141, February 8, 1901
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